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Abstra t

Mixture modeling and lustering algorithms are effe tive, simple ways to represent images using a set
of data enters. However, in situations where the images in lude ba kground lutter and transformations
su h as translation, rotation, shearing and warping,
these methods extra t data enters that in lude lutter and represent di erent transformations of essentially the same data. Taking fa e images as an example, it would be more useful for the di erent lusters
to represent di erent poses and expressions, instead of
luttered versions of di erent translations, s ales and
rotations. By in luding lutter and transformation
as unobserved, latent variables in a mixture model,
we obtain a new \transformed mixture of Gaussians",
whi h is invariant to a spe i ed set of transformations.
We show how a linear-time EM algorithm an be used
to t this model by jointly estimating a mixture model
for the data and inferring the transformation for ea h
image. We show that this algorithm an jointly align
images of a human head and learn di erent poses. We
also nd that the algorithm performs better than knearest neighbors and mixtures of Gaussians on handwritten digit re ognition.
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Introdu tion

We are interested in developing algorithms that
an learn models of di erent types of obje t from unlabeled images that in lude ba kground lutter and
spatial transformations, su h as translation, rotation,
shearing and warping. For example, Fig. 1 shows 88
greys ale images of handwritten digits and 44  28
greys ale images of a person walking a ross a luttered
ba kground while hanging his pose. The original images of the handwritten digits had high ontrast, so
they were easily normalized for horizontal and verti al
s ale and translation. However, the digits were written with di erent amounts of shearing and this e e t
annot be removed in a simple fashion. The images of

Figure 1: Images of handwritten digits, whi h have
been written with di erent amounts of shearing and
images of a head, whi h appears at di erent positions
and has di erent poses.
the human head in lude ba kground lutter that appears in multiple frames, so aligning the images is not
a trivial task.
We propose a general purpose statisti al method
that an jointly learn a mixture of appearan es (e.g.,
di erent poses of the head), suppress the ba kground
lutter and normalize for spatial transformations. Our
method does not assume the data is ordered. In the
ase of time series (e.g., video sequen es), temporal oheren e is obviously valuable for modeling the
data [1{3℄. In [4℄, we show how our te hnique an be
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Figure 2: Generative pro ess for a \transformed mixture of Gaussians" (TMG).
extended to take into a ount temporal oheren e.
One approa h to solving vision problems is to train
a re ognition model to a urately predi t lass membership from an input image or video sequen e. This
approa h in ludes neighborhood-based methods su h
as \eigenfa es" [5, 6℄ and nonlinear regression te hniques su h as neural networks [7,8℄.
In this paper, we take a Bayesian approa h and
train a generative model to a urately model the data
from ea h lass, in luding any known graphi s that
may enter the pi ture. Fig. 2 s hemati ally shows a
transformed mixture of Gaussians (TMG) that models
the fa e as a mixture of images, models ba kground
lutter as independent Gaussian noise and models spatial transformations by a distribution over a dis rete
set of matri es that a t on the ve tor of pixels.
Ea h stage in a TMG is probabilisti , so for a spei set of parameters (mixing proportions, luster
means and noise levels) there is a ertain probability
that the model will generate a given image. To generate an image, a luster is randomly hosen a ording
to the mixing proportions and a randomly hosen noise
pattern is added to the luster mean to obtain a latent
image. Next, a transformation is sele ted at random
and applied to the latent image. The result is ropped
and a small amount of sensor noise is added to ea h
pixel to obtain the nal observed image.
The model an be trained using the EM algorithm,
whi h adjusts the parameters to in rease the likelihood
of a set of data. For ea h input image, the learning
pro edure onsiders all transformations and lusters
and adjusts the luster means and noise models appropriately. In the E-Step, the responsibility (posterior probability) of ea h transformation - luster pair
is omputed for ea h training ase. In the M-Step, the
luster means, mixing proportions and noise levels are
adjusted using the responsibilities.
The generative model an be used for pattern lassi ation by training one model on ea h lass of data

(e.g., one model for ea h person) in a training set and
then lassifying a test ase by sele ting the generative
model that has the highest posterior probability given
the test ase. Ea h generative model m 2 f1; : : : ; M g
spe i es a probability density p(xjm) for the ve tor of
observed pixels x. If model m has prior probability
P (m), then the Bayes-optimal de ision for a uniform
loss fun tion is given by
argmaxm P (m)p(xjm):
(1)
In this framework, a new lass of data an be added
simply by training one extra generative model.
In the next se tion, we formally de ne the transformed mixture of Gaussians. Then, we des ribe how
the model an be t to a training set using the EM
algorithm. After giving results on syntheti data, we
show that the TMG an be used to extra t translation
invariant lusters from outdoor video sequen es with
luttered ba kgrounds. We ompare these lusters
with lusters found using traditional mixture modeling and the rst 10 prin ipal omponents, or \eigenimages", of the data.
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Transformed Mixtures of Gaussians
(TMGs)

In a TMG, the C lusters are indexed by 2
f1; : : : ; C g and luster has mixing proportion P ( ) =
 . The probability density of the ve tor of pixel values z for the latent image orresponding to luster
is
p(zj ) = N(z;  ;  ):
(2)
 is the mean of the latent image and  is a diagonal
ovarian e matrix that spe i es the variability of ea h
pixel in the latent image. The data we are interested
in here is high-dimensional, so we use a diagonal ovarian e matrix instead of a full ovarian e matrix. In
general, di erent lusters will represent di erent types
of latent image and the orresponding noise varian e
maps will spe ify whi h regions are not well-modeled
| e.g., ba kground lutter.
Although the true transformation variables are usually real-valued, real-valued latent variables introdu e
ompli ated integrals (instead of summations) into the
EM learning algorithm. So, we will assume there is a
xed set of possible transformations and that this set
is spe i ed beforehand. Also, the algorithm is simpli ed by assuming that the ve tor of pixel values for
the transformed image is obtained by multiplying the
ve tor of pixel values for the latent image by a matrix. This permits a broad lass of transformations,

in luding translation, s ale, in-plane rotation and outof-plane rotation.
Let ` 2 f1; : : : ; Lg index the set of L transformations represented by matri es 1 ; : : : ; L . Ea h transformation matrix also implements ropping simply by
not spe ifying how to produ e pixels that are not in
the ropped image. For most transformations, ea h
pixel in the observed image will depend on only a small
number (say, 4) of pixels in the latent image. So, `
is a sparse matrix with a number of olumns equal to
the number of pixels in the latent image and a number
of rows equal to the number of pixels in the observed
image.
The probability density of the ve tor of pixel values
x for the image orresponding to transformation ` and
latent image z is
p(xj`; z) = N(x; ` z; );
(3)
where is a diagonal ovarian e matrix that spe i es
the noise on the observed pixels.
The varian es  of the pixels in the latent image
are quite di erent from the varian es of the pixels
in the observed image.  models the noise in the
pixel values for luster and this oheres to the latent
image under transformations. In ontrast, models
noise in the observed pixels and this noise does not
depend on the transformations.
The translation, s ale and rotation orresponding
to ea h ` are sele ted ahead of time so that the set of
transformations e e tively overs the range of possible
transformations in the data and at the same time is
small enough to keep the learning time reasonable. We
also assume that a xed prior probability P (`) = p`
(usually uniform) is assigned to ea h possible transformation beforehand, although this ould be learned
from the training data.
The joint distribution over luster index, transformation index, latent image and observed image is
p(x; `; z; ) = p(xj`; z)P (`)p(zj )P ( )
=  p` N(x; ` z; )N(z;  ;  ): (4)
In this generative model, the luster index, transformation index and latent image are unobserved variables. Generating an image from a TMG onsists of
drawing a luster index from P ( ), drawing a latent
image from p(zj ), drawing a transformation index
from P (`) and then drawing an image from p(xj`; z).
The number of parameters in a TMG is roughly
equal to the number of parameters in a standard mixture model with the same number of lusters. In
Se . 3, we show how the ML estimate of this model
an be obtained using the EM algorithm.

For a given set of parameters, the model an be used
to ompute the likelihood for an image x by summing
and integrating over the latent variables. It turns out
that the latent image z an be integrated over in losed
form:
p(x; `;

Z

) = dzp(x; `; z; )
z

Z

=  p` dzN(xj ` z; )N(z;  ;  )
z
=  p` N(x; `  ; `  0` + );
(5)
where \ 0 " indi ates transpose. Ea h luster and
transformation ` has a orresponding
mean image
0

and
ovarian
e
matrix

+
. The prob`
`
`
ability density of x is
p(x) =
2.1

C X
L
X
=1 `=1

 p` N(x; `  ; `  0` +

): (6)

Computing the Likelihood in Linear
Time

If the observed image has N pixels, it turns out
the omputation of the likelihood from (6), in luding the omputation of the inverse ovarian e matri es
( `  0` + ) 1 , uses O(CLN ) s alar operations.
The omputation is linear in N due to the sparseness of the transformation matri es. First, noti e that
the number of pixels in the latent image need only be
O(N ). For a translation by an integer numbers of pixels, ` will have a single 1 in ea h row. For a rotation,
` will have at most six 1's in ea h row. For a s aling
over 1, ` will have a single 1 in ea h row and for a
s aling between 0.5 and 1, ` will have at most four
1's in ea h row. So, ea h transformation matrix has
O(N ) nonzero elements.
Sin e  and are diagonal, `  0` + will
have O(N ) nonzero elements and an be inverted using O(N ) s alar operations. The inverse will also
have O(N ) nonzero0 elements, so the omputation of
(x `  )0 ( ` ` + ) 1 (x `  ) uses O(N )
s alar operations.
For one lass and a single transformation, the TMG
may remind some readers of the fa tor analysis model
[9℄. However, in fa tor analysis, is dense, so the likelihood omputation requires O(N 3 ) s alar operations.
2.2

Sele ting the Number of
Transformations

Although the number of s alar operations used in
the likelihood omputation is linear in L, it should
be kept in mind that attempting to use an exhaustive

set of transformations will ause L to grow polynomially with N . For nh horizontal translations, nv
verti al translations, nr rotations and ns s alings,
L = nh nv nr ns .
A TMG is meant to deal with a moderate number of
transformations. Another algorithm (e.g., a Kalman
lter based fa e tra king algorithm) should be used
to oarsely align the data before a TMG is used to
extra t detailed transformation-invariant lusters.
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The EM Algorithm for Transformed
Mixtures of Gaussians

In this se tion, we des ribe an iterative expe tation
maximization (EM) algorithm for estimating the maximum likelihood parameters of a TMG. Let  represent
a parameter in the generative model. Assuming i.i.d.
data, the derivative of the log-likelihood of a training
set x1 ; : : : ; xT with respe t to a parameter  is
 log p(x1 ; : : : ; xT )
=


T 
X

t=1 

log

C X
L Z
X
=1 `=1 z

dzp(xt ; `; z;



) : (7)

Taking the derivative and rearranging terms, this an
be rewritten
T h
i
 log p(x1 ; : : : ; xT ) X
= E  log p(x ; `; z; ) x ;


t=1



t

t

(8)
where the expe tation is based on the posterior distribution,
p(`; ; zjxt ) = P ( ; `jxt )p(zj ; `; xt ):
(9)
 an be updated by setting (8) to 0, ignoring the
dependen e of the expe tation on  and then solving
for  to obtain a new value ~. However, modifying 
will ause a hange in the posterior distribution and
the expe tations and so the new log-likelihood derivative will not be equal to zero. The expe tation maximization (EM) algorithm onsists of iteratively omputing a new set of parameters and then re omputing the expe tation based on the updated parameters.
This pro edure onsistently in reases the likelihood of
the training data. A xed number of iterations an be
used or the number of iterations an be determined by
monitoring the log-likelihood of a validation set.
3.1

M-Step: The Maximizations

By setting (8) to 0 and solving for the new parameter values, we obtain update equations that are based

on the expe tations in (8). hi = T1 PTt=1 () indi ates
a statisti suÆ ient for the M-Step, whi h is omputed
by averaging over the training set as des ribed in the
next se tion; diag(A) gives a ve tor ontaining the diagonal elements of matrix A; diag(a) gives a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal ontains the elements of ve tor a; and a Æ b omputes the element-wise produ t of
ve tors a and b. We denote the updated parameters
by \~".
~k = hP ( = kjxt )i;
(10)
zj = k; xt ℄i ;
~ k = hP ( =hkPjx( t )E[
= kjxt )i

(11)



~ k =diag hP ( = kjxt )E[(z k )Æ(z k )j = k; xt ℄i ;
hP ( = kjxt )i

(12)

~ = diag hE[(xt ` z)Æ(xt ` z) xt ℄i: (13)
Noti e that the transformation index ` is summed
over within the above expe tations. If the transformation probabilities are to be estimated, we have
p~l = hP (` = ljxt )i:
(14)
In order to avoid over tting the noise varian es, it
is sometimes useful to set the diagonal elements of k
and that are below some  equal to .
3.2

E-Step: The Expe tations

The suÆ ient statisti s for the M-Step are omputed in the E-Step during a single pass through the
training set. To ompute the suÆ ient statisti s, the
ovarian e matri es of z given , ` and x are needed.
Fortunately, these matri es do not depend on x, so
they an be omputed on e before ea h E-Step:
` = COV(zj ; `; x) = ( 1 + 0` 1 ` ) 1 : (15)
This expression was obtained by rearranging the terms
in the exponents of (4) to obtain a distribution over
z.
During the pass through the training set, the responsibility of ea h luster - transformation pair for
training ase xt is omputed:
P ( ; `jxt ) = p(xt ; ; `)
=  p` N(xt ; ` ; `  0` + ); (16)
wherePC isPaL normalization onstant omputed so
that =1 `=1 P ( ; `jxt ) = 1. P ( ; `jxt ) is then

marginalized for ea h value of and normalized for
ea h value of to obtain P ( jxt ) and P (`j ; xt ).
For ea h and `, ompute
E[zj ; `; xt ℄ = ` 0` 1 xt + ` 1  ; (17)
whi h is derived from (4) and (15). This is marginalized to obtain the expe tation in (11):
E[zj ; xt ℄ =

L
X
`=1

P (`j ; xt )E[zj ; `; xt ℄:

(a)

(18)

The expe tation in (12) is omputed from
E[(z  )Æ(z  )j ; xt ℄ =


L
X
`=1

P (`j ; xt )

 (E[zj ; `; xt ℄  )Æ(E[zj ; `; xt℄  )
+ diag( ` )
(19)
and the expe tation in (13) is omputed from

(b)
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It turns out that ea h EM iteration uses O(CLNT )
s alar operations, where N is the number of pixels in
the observed image. The same reasoning that was
used in S n. 2.1 1 an be
used to show that the matrix ` = ( + 0` 1 ` ) 1 is omputed using
O(N ) s alar operations and ontains O(N ) nonzero
elements. It follows that multiplying a ve tor by `
takes O(N ) s alar operations. So, for ea h training
ase, omputing the statisti s in (17), (18), (19) and
(20) uses O(CLN ) s alar operations.

(d)

E[(xt


` z)Æ(xt

` z)jxt ℄ =

 (xt `E[zj ; `; xt ℄)Æ(xt
+ diag( ` ` 0` ) :
3.3
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C X
L
X
=1 `=1

P ( ; `jxt )

` E[zj ; `; xt ℄)

Performing an EM Iteration in
Linear Time

Extra ting Shapes From Syntheti
Data

Fig. 3a shows 100 examples from a training set of
200 ases of 9  9 images. Ea h image ontains one
of four shapes: a large square, a large ir le, a small
lled square or a small \pa -man". The ba kground
was produ ed by randomly sele ting pixel intensities
independently from a uniform distribution. In addition, the ba kground in ludes a xed distra tion in the
form of two pixels that are always set to have maximum intensity.

Figure 3: Extra ting transformation invariant stru ture from syntheti data using a TMG. (a) Training examples, whi h in lude ba kground lutter and
a xed distra tion. (b) Mixing proportions, means
and varian es for a 6- luster TMG. ( ) Mixing proportions, means and varian es for a 6- luster mixture of
Gaussians. (d) First 18 prin ipal omponents (eigenimages).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Images of a person walking a ross a luttered ba kground while looking into the amera. (b)
The luster means and varian es for a TMG trained
using 20 iterations of the EM algorithm.
We trained a TMG ontaining C = 6 lusters and
L = 25 translation transformations (5 horizontal shifts

and 5 verti al shifts) using 20 iterations of the EM
algorithm. The weights were initialized to small, random values and the mixing proportions were initialized
to be equal. Fig. 3b shows the mixing proportions,
luster means 1 ; : : : ; 6 and the diagonal elements
of the luster ovarian e matri es 1 ; : : : ; 6 . Sin e
the TMG had 2 extra lusters than ne essary, it used
the rst 3 lusters to model the \pa -man". The remaining 3 lusters model the remaining shapes. Noti e
that for a given luster, the varian es indi ate whi h
pixels are ba kground pixels (light, for high varian e)
versus foreground pixels (dark, for low varian e).
Fig. 3 shows the parameters learned using 20 iterations of the EM algorithm for a traditional mixture
model with 6 lusters. This model an be viewed as a
spe ial type of TMG that uses just the identity transformation. The shapes are severely blurred and the
model xates on the distra tion. If the number of
lusters is in reased, the model an apture di erent
transformations using di erent lusters. However, for
4 shapes and 25 transformations, there are 100 distin t
lusters in the training set of 200 patterns. Training
a mixture model with 100 lusters on 200 patterns
would result in severely over tting the noise.
Fig. 3d shows the rst 18 prin ipal omponents, or
\eigenimages" [5, 6℄, of the training data. It is diÆult to imagine how these omponents an be used to
re onstru t the data a urately.
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Extra ting Translation Invariant
Stru ture from Outdoor Video
Sequen es with Cluttered
Ba kgrounds

Fig. 4a shows 15 examples from 100-frame headand-shoulder video sequen es of a person walking
a ross a highly luttered ba kground while looking
into the amera.

(a)
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Figure 5: (a) Mixing proportions, luster means and
luster varian es for a TMG trained using 40 iterations
of the EM algorithm. Note that lusters 2, 3 and 5
a ount for most of the data. (b) Mixing proportions,
luster means and luster varian es for a traditional
mixture model. ( ) First 10 prin ipal omponents of
the training data.
We trained a TMG ontaining C = 2 lusters and
L = 81 translation transformations (9 horizontal shifts

and 9 verti al shifts) using 20 iterations of the EM
algorithm. Just like for the syntheti problem, the
weights were initialized to small, random values and
the mixing proportions were initialized to be equal.
Fig. 4b shows the luster means and varian es. The
ba kground has been suppressed, while the detail in
the fa es has been retained.
Fig. 1 shows 25 examples from a 400-frame video
sequen e where the individual hanged his pose. We
trained a TMG ontaining C = 5 lusters and L = 121
translation transformations (11 horizontal shifts and
11 verti al shifts) using 40 iterations of the EM algorithm. Fig. 5a shows the resulting mixing proportions, luster means and luster varian es. Most lusters have suppressed the ba kground lutter, despite
signi ant movements of the obje t in the eld of vision. The mean for luster 4 in ludes part of the ba kground, but this luster also has a low mixing proportion.
Fig. 5b shows the mixing proportions, luster
means and luster varian es for a traditional mixture
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Figure 6: Estimated error rates and on den e intervals for k-nearest neighbors, mixtures of Gaussians
and transformed mixtures of Gaussians on the task of
handwritten digit re ognition. 4 ompletely disjoint
training set / test set partitions were used to obtain
these estimates and ea h image was used in only one
of the 4 experiments. Ea h training set had 100 examples of ea h digit (0 to 9) and ea h test set had 75
examples of ea h digit. The numbers in the lower box
give the p-values (in per ent) for a paired t-test on
the null hypothesis that the orresponding two methods have identi al performan e. A dot indi ates the
p-value was above 9%. A low p-value indi ates the two
methods are di erent with statisti al signi an e.
model trained using 40 iterations of the EM algorithm.
The luster means are signi antly more blurred in
omparison with the means found by the TMG.
Fig. 5 shows the rst 10 prin ipal omponents of
the training data. Most of the omponents shown appear to a ount for ways to perturb the mean of the
data to obtain horizontal, verti al and diagonal shifts.
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Handwritten Digit Re ognition

We trained one TMG on ea h lass of handwritten digit from a small subset of the CEDAR
CDROM ar hive and used (1) to lassify new test
ases. We used 29 transformations that aptured various shearing-translation ombinations. For ea h lass,
the number of lusters was determined by setting 1/3
of the training data aside for validation. To make the
problem more diÆ ult, ea h model was trained using
only 100 images. Fig. 6 ompares the performan es
of k-nearest neighbors, a traditional nontransformed
mixture of Gaussians and the TMG lassi er, whi h
performs the best.
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presented an eÆ ient EM algorithm for learning the
model parameters. The algorithm is apable of suppressing ba kground lutter and learning translation
invariant stru ture from syntheti and natural images.
This general statisti al method an be applied to
a variety of types of data, in luding nonvisual data,
and it an be extended to take into a ount temporal
oheren e in time series [4℄. We are also exploring
\transformed omponent analysis", where the mixture
model is repla ed by a probabilisti form of PCA [10℄
and ways of using approximate inferen e so that the
number of omputations per iteration of EM s ales
better.
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